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ABSTRACT

-Operational transients occur occasionally in light uater reactors when
minor malfunctions of certain system components affect Che reactor core.
Potential effects of such malfunctions include a loss of the secondary heat
sink, an increase in system pressure, an<lt in boiling uacer reactors, void
collapse and a brief increase in reactor power. The most severe postulated
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) anticipated transient is characterized by a
pouer peak oc up to 49SZ rated power for about 1 second (according tu a
recent General Electric Co., geiieric analysis). TUe results of a series
of fuel behavior tests in the power Burse Facility (PSF) at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory are presented in this paper. Four pro-
gressively higher and broader power transients at a constant coolant flow
rate were performed. The first transient simulated a BUK-5 turbine trip
without steam bypass with fuel rods operating at BWfl-6 core average rod
powers. The second transient simulated a generator load rejection uichout
steam bypas9 with fuel rods operating at above core average powers. The
last two transients were performed at higher powers than safety analysis
predicts to be possible in commercial reactors to define failure threshold
margins. The test rods did not fail and were not damaged during any of the
four transients.
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|30 IHTRODUCTION

Anticipated nuclear power rector transients are deviations from normal plane
operating conditions chat result from system coinpuiniiit malfunctions or reactor oper-
ator errors uliicli may occur °n« or more rimes during the service life of a reactor
and are normally accompanied by a control rod scram. Tl'ey are distinguished frou
"accidents," uhich have a ouch lower probability of occurrence and any resulc in
ouch more severe consequences- The Electric Power Research Institute CEFRI) has
selected 37 categories or anticipated and unanticipated BWR malfunctions and
41 categories of pressurized water reactor CPWRJ malfunctions on Che basis of tran-
sient) defined in the NRC assessment of accident risks in U.S. nuclear power plants'
and data froo utilities for transients that have actually occurred.2 These tran-
sients have been assigned a frequency of occurrence per reactor year from 0.02 t
0.14 to 1.41 r 1.89 for BWRi and from 0.01 I 0.09 to 1.69 t 2.44 for PWRs.

The effects of such malfunctions may include a loss of the secondary heac sink,
an increase in system pressure, and, in boiling water reactors, void collapse and a
brief increase in reactor power. .The mosc severe postulated BUR-5 anticipated tran-
sient is a generator load rejection without steam bypass, which is characterized by a
peak transienc power spike of up to 4952 of raced power for abouc 1 second. Dryout
and severe cladding temperature excurions are not expected during such transients and,
therefore, the damage mechanism of concern is cladding fracture due to pellet-
cladding mechanical and chemical inceractions.

and
"High

The first indication that zircaloy-clad UO2 rods might be susceptible to
failure due to a pellet-cladding interactive mechanism inherent to the fuel an
cladding macertals was obtained in 1964 by Che Ceaeral Electric- Co.t in the "H.a.
Performance UO2 Program," jointly sponsored by the United States Atomic Energy
Commission and EURATOM.* Since that time, the phenomena of pellet-cladding inter-
action (PCI) induced cladding failure during normal lighc water reactor operacion h«ve
received considerable attention throughout the world. Such failure] are apparently
induced by power increases after a sufficiently high burnup is actained to allow
fission product release. There has been a strong incentive to find a remedy far these
failures because the present method of prevencing such failures is Co accept limits on
raiss of reactor power increase. These limits are expensive due Co the lost power
output during slow increases. Experiments have been performed in the Halden,
Studsvifc, KRU, CETH, RISO, SCI-Pecten, BR-2 and BR-3 reactors.*-"9 Host
investigators now accept the view that both the presence of aggressive chemical
species and high localized stresses are prerequisites for power ramp induced pellet-
cladding interaction failures.10 However, pellec-cladding mechanical interaction
failures have also occurred during severe power increases due to high strain race
tearing or fracture of irradiation-embriccled zircaloy cladding.H

severe anticipated transient, lb; should Ptl-damaged tuei ce reooveu 1011
transient, and (c) should regulations be imposed co limit pellet-cladding
interaction in irradiated fuel rods?

TEST CONDUCT

Six fuel rods originally fabricated by the Ceneral Electric Co., and irradiaced
in the Horchcrn States Power Company's Honcicello boilin? wacer"reactor to burnupj
ranging rrcm about 5,000 to 25.000 MWd/t were tested. Four of the six fuel rods were
typical &UR-6 design rods, except for fuel length (0.75 m) and plenum volume (which
was scaled to the fuel length). Two of the fuel rods incorporated design modifica-
tions Co improve their PCI resistance. Each fuel rod was surrounded by an individual
flow shroud and four fuel rod and shroud assemblies were symmetrically placed within
the P3F, as shown in Fig. 1, for each cransieut.

Each fuel rod was fixed rigidly to the shroud at the top of the fuel rod and was
free to expand axially downward againsc a linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT) that measured the axial growth of each rod. Additional instrumentation was
provided to measure coolant conditions, fuel rod power, and fission produce release.
The test rods uere not opened prior cc the PBF tescs and contained no instrumentation*
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Figure 1. Schematic of P3F 4X test hardware.

The nuclear operation in the PBF consisted of two extensive fuel conditioning
phases and four power transients. The purpose of the fuel conditioning was to mea-
sure the ratio of PBF core power to test rod power and to carefully condition the fuel
rods to a peak rod power of 2 7 UW/m, since the rest rods had been irradiated in the
Xonticello BUR ac the edge Of the core at a power of only abouc 13 kW/tn. The
conditioning consisted of a slow power ramp with single-phase coolant conditions Co a
rod power of i27 kU/m. Maximum rod power ramp rates were held to 0.5 kU/01 per
minute up to 25 kU/m and 0.35 VW/m per hour from 25 co 27 kU/m. Each of the two fuel
conditioning phases excended over approximately 2£ hours.



The Eirsc cransienc simulated a BVR curbir.e crip wichouc sCeaa bypass, wich the
irradiated fuel tods operating ac cypieal BUK core average powers .(%2£ H//cn) . The
peak fuel rod power wai increased fron 26 kW/ra Co 92 WW/ra in 0.12 J while aainrainipg
•» coaicanc cooUnC flow race during che power cransienc. The PBF was able Co almosc
exactly reproduce che specified power hiscory, as illujcraced in Fig. 3. Following
che first crinsiene, the loop cas cooled and depressurised, che cesc train removed
iron che in-pile sube, and cuo o£ the scandard 3WR-f fuel rods were rmoved and

Figure 2. Peak rod power versus cine
specified for che OPT t-1
transients.

Figure 3. Comparison of measured and
specified Rod I power during
OPT -1- Transient A.

replaced with cuo ocher referencs-cypa fuel rods. The cuo celt rods were removed
afcer che firac cransienc so chac che possible occurrence of incipienc PCI cracks on
Che inside surface of che cladding could be invescigaced.

The power hiscory of che second cransienc (28 Co 177 VU/m in 0.66 s) sinulaced
a BUR generacor load rejeccion cransienc wichouc scean bypass for fuel rods'operacitig
ibove BUR core-average rod powers, excepc chac che cine duracion of che Cra.nsi«nc was
abouc cuice chac predicced by che Ceneral Eleccric Co.

The chird and fourth cransiencs were performed ac higher cransienc powers. Chan
currenc safecy analysis prediccs Co be possible in an effort Co decenoine failure
threshold margins. The ;<aV tucl rod power was increased croa 28 co 206 kU/n in
abouc 0.7& s during che chird cransienc and from 28 co 261 kU/a in 0.96 s during cbe
caur'h CTansiepc*

TEST RESULTS

Table I summarizes che calculated fuel enchalpies and fuel Ceoperacures reached
during Che cransiencs. The radially averaged peak fuel enchalpy increased from 47
Co 57 cal/g UO2 during che fourth cransienc and Che fuel cencerline Cenperacure
increased froo 1350 co 2005 K following che CranaienC. A raaximuo cladding axial
elongacion change of 2.6 Km was measured during che fourth cransienc. Hard pellec~
cladding copcacc was calculaced co resutc in a maximum cladding hoop strain of 0.UJ
and a hoop scress of 18} HPa. As expected, boiling cransicion did noc occur or any
oc che fuel rods.

TABLE 1. OPT 1-1 POHEH TKAKSIEKTS

Transienc

A

B

C

D

Initial Fuel
Rod Power

(kW/c)

26.0

28.4

28.5

26.2

Inicial Fuel
Enthalpy
(cal/>)

45

t«

Li

Peak Fuel
Rod Power
(kU/n)

92

177

206

261

Peak Fuel
Enchalpv
(cal/«)

69

£3

69

?7

Cencerline
Temparacure

(K)

1350

15?0

U?5

200S

Fission produces fete noc released during or afcer any of che four pouer tran-
sients and postcesc analyaii of Che plenum gaso confirc:ed chat none of the fuel rods
leiked. In face, we have noc been able co observe any 4*m3<e or change in these rod$
which could have been caused by che PBF testing. Tha results of che posccesC plenum
gas analysis are suennarized in Table U- A cross section of Rod 3 (che highesc
burnup rod) «C Che peak power 1 ocac ion is shown in Fig. **, An enlargement of Che
Rod y cladding structure is 5"noun in Ftg. 5. The results sumnarized in Table 11 and
shown in Fi&s* t* and 5 are cyptcal of normal, undacaged tighc ujcer reacccr fuel.
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TABLE I I . RESULTS Of THE PCSTTEST PLENUM CAS ANALYSIS

Tocal Cas

Rod in STD cm3 *

1 13.4

2 37.9

3 13.4

4<i 35.1

Void Area
HOL
(X)

i n
3 bm He Kr Xe

Original
Average BUR Axial
Surnup
(Wd/c) Location11

13.3

12.8

13. S

13.8

14.1

13.7

13.3

97.5 0.24 1.83 Reference

99.3 0.07 0.51 Zirconium

96.6 0.33 2.79 Reference

97.4 0.15 0.77 Fuel

94.6 0.53 4.14 Reference

54.7 0.44 3.40 Reference

13.

5.

22 •

5.

12.

15.

5

0

8

1

1

4

Boccoa

Lower
Hiddld

Bottom

Lower
Hiddle

Soccom

Bottom

a. to.2 accuracy.

b. ±0.1 co 0.3 accuracy.

c . Segmented rods were irradiaced in a bundle locaced on the extreme periphery of
Che Monticello BHR owned and opera cod by Northern States Pouer Co. four segmented
rods were fascened cogecher co form a t>3.86~m long rod*

d. Small water leak into sample.

«. Composition of fuel addicive rod is proprietary Ceneral Electric Co. informa-
cicn. Measurements by General Eleccric Co* indicate chac Che conductivity and
chenr.al expansion of a fuel additive rod are unchanged relative co UO2- The fuel
fe'.cing point of a fuel addicive rod is escioaced co be 70 K lover chan for UOj.

It-"

.-t./» 82'J-IC-

Figure 4. Cross-seccion of Rod 901-3.

T-2175

Figure 5. -Typical cladding icruccure of
Rod 901-3.

CONCLUSIONS

Even chough only six fuel rodj were tesced durin? che OFT 1-1 Test Series, che
peak transient fuel rod powers us re cuice chac expected for a design average pouer
rod (26 kW/m) subjected to che worse anticipated transient presencly considered
credible for a BWR, and none of che Cesc rods failed. Alchough pose irradiation txim-
inacions are continuing, che lack of any evidence of cladding chrouch-uill cracks
strongly suggests chac BUR fuel rods "ill not fail during brief pouer transients.
The severity of che tescs compensates someuhac for che lack of redundancy in cesc
rods with regard co possible incerpecaciorc or che sipnifigance of these results.
However, che fuel rods used in che OPT l-l tests and the PBF tesc conditions are not
entirely typical of those in comnercial reaccors. For instance, che short ro<! length
=ay have affected the fission produce release and transport and che axial loading of
die cladding due Co pellec cladding o-.echanical interactions. Therefore, further
evaluacion cf Lhe question may be required.
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NOTICE

This paper vis prepared* as an account: cf vork sponsored by an agency of che
United Scaces Covernmenc. Neither Che Uniced States Government noc any agency
thereof, or any of their employees. makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or
assumes any Legal liability or responsibility for any chird party's use( or Che
results of such use, of any informacion, apparatus, produce or process disclosed in
chis paper, or represents chac its use by such chird party would noc infringe pri-
vately owned righes. The views expressed in chis paper are noc necessarily those of
cha U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Fuel Performance Improvement Program (FPIP) is sponsored by the

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and is performed by Consumers Power Company

(CPC), Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. (ENC), and the Battelle Pacific

Northwest Laboratory (PNL). One objective of the FPIP is to better

understand the pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) behavior of advanced LWR

fuel designs during steady-state and power-ramping operation. The

described work summarizes that part of the FPIP done at the Halden Boiling

Hater Reactor (HBHR).

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Fuel rods of advanced design were irradiated in instrumented fuel

assembly test rigs to burnup levels up to 16 MMd/kgM at linear heat

generation rates (LHGR) of up to «-40 kW/m. These base irradiations were

followed by power ramps to terminal powers in the range from 66 to 71 kW/111.

The following fuel designs were studied in these instrumented test

rigs:
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A reference design (R) of solid pellets with dished ends
equivalent to 1.0 vol% of an undished pellet. The reference
design was pressurized to 0.10 MPa (1.0 atm) helium.


